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U~iver-sity budge s appear tight everywhere ·
by Tracey .Jayne Thompson
Wright Stiite is not the only
Ohio Unive~sity suffering budget
woes. Seve,ral of Ohio's larger
Universities are suff e!Jng
cutbacks the student activities
area. On the other hand, few of

in

them have finalized budgets for
their Colleges or departments,
which Wright State has done.
According to figures provided
by the managing editor at Kent
State University's Daily Kent,
College and departmental

budgets have not yet been
discussed , but of the budgets.
that have been submitted there
has been a rise in requests.' 
Kent ' s on-campus
programming board, which is
currently working with a budget
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of $40 ,053, has requested
$112,851 for next year.
However,. the Allocations .
Committee, which provides the
m o n ey
f o r st u d ·e n t
organizations , has only
$164,500 to disperse to the
various University groups. The
Allocations Committee does not
provide budget money for
student publications or athletics.
• Intramural sports has asked for
$66,502_, an increase of slightly
over $40,000 over the current
budget of $26,437. Women's
Recreation Association has
asked for $17 ,660. They did not
submit a budget last year and

therefore they currently are not
using general fee ~oney this .
year.
The Volunteer Ambulance
association at Kent -state has
requested $12,263, more than
double its current $5,827
budget.
Inter-Greek Couosel, which
consists of the University's
sororities and fraternities, has
tripled its current $4030 budget
with a request for $12,065.
The . editor said that at the
present time, no faculty salary
increase has been proposed (as
oppo~ed . to Wright State's
[Continued on page 2]

Caucus campaigns
for evaluations

by Libby Keller
"We will be ha~ing an intensive
drive next week trying to get
peopl e to retur n our
faculty/course evaluations," said
Robert Harvey, Student Caucus
,.chairer, at a Caucus meeting
Friday.
"We have a 30 percent return
now but it could be : better. I
would like to · get a major
campaign going for it," he
continued. '0ur only shot at
keeping it (the evaluation
project) going is to get it into
the classroom and its
encforsement by the profs.
However, the $3000 allocated
, for it this year fs in jeopardy of
not being available next. year."
.-flarvey also reported on the
National Student Lobby (NSL)
0

Board meets ·
by Bob Zeid
The-- Budgetary Review
Committe-e meets early today to
begin review of the final
University budget.
The 11 member committee
includes Ex ecutive
v·.1ee-Pres1dent
.
Andrew Spiegel,
YICe-president Fred White John
M
.
'
urray and 0 Edward Pollock·
Phis.a student representative, Pa~
~ chairer of the student
~~board.

~.members appointed by
T Jresident are budget director
om Keller, Faculty Senate

Presi~nt
~()

John

Treacy

ntroller Ario Ragan and'
educat'10n coordinator Madeline
'

t~t, PrQf~r David Sachs of
lUllthernatics and- Elenore Koch
eicecut'lVe director of Student'
Adm··
· Serv.ices.
m1strat1ve

conference in Washington, DC
April 11-15 which he and Cyndi
Brown (~du cation rep), Beverly
Tanamachi (Science and ·
Engineering rep) and Bill
Zimmerman (staff assistant)
attended.
'It was v.e ry enlightening,
especially for those who had
never before attended," Harvey
said.
According to Harvey, topics
discussed at the conference dealt
with cutbacks in Basic
Educational Opportunity .
Grants, National Dir~t Student
loans, and youth air fare. Also,
the formation of a Lobby at a .
state level was discussed.
Estimated total cpst for the
trip, according to Harvey, is
$750.
Caucus' newest member,
Sandra Dyer, who was elected in
the special election for Business
st u d e n t s T h u r sd a y was
welcomed to the Caucus. Results
of the election were Dyer, 50
votes; Mike Lamberth, 23 vot~s;
Leonard Aleshire, 14 votes; and
Ed Harvey, 21 votes. Candidate
John Schuck was disqualified
from the race because some of
the signatures on his petition
were not valid. , A total of 109
Business students voted and one
ballot was voided.
All candidates .i n the election
signed the official results except
Harvey. However, there has been
no petition of protest from him. ·
Chris Cornyn, Liberal Arts rep,
asked that $150 be allocated to
the Political Science department
for a trip by six students and
one faculty advisor to the model
United Nations in New York
April 21.
[Contiliued on p 10]

This student probably doesn't know about 'the trouble in River City, but one thing's for sure. Capital T
does rhyme with P and that spells pool, which is what this student is playing. [Jeff Hiles photo]

Federal aid tn. student.s gets .Smaller
by Curt Koehler
(CPS)-When President Ford
presented his federal budget for
fiscal year 1976, he cautioned
the nation that he wanted to
hold down federal spending
programs so as not to "rekindle
the fires of inflation."
0 ne place he's h old mg ·
down-perhaps a little too
tightly for most students-is
federal financia l aid for
postsecondary students. Out of a
$349.4 billion budget up $35.9
billion over fiscal '75, the
President proposed a new
decrease of $196 million in
di rect f~deral assistance·
programs.
This left a total budget figure

of $2.2 · billion ·ror higher
education programs covering
student assistance, institutional
assistanc.e , special programs and
personnel development, down
$133 million from last year's
budger authority. This compares
with the President's request for a
$8.7 biflion increase in national
defense spending to $94 billion.
These figures don't represent
all federal spending on higher
education, however. Other
federal dollars eventually trickle
d0wn to students and schools
through portions of the b.udget
· allocated to veterans, social
security, research and
development and library.
assistance. '

Making Decision_
s at WSU
The Guardian is beginning a series on how decisions are made at
Wright State. The series will appear sporadically and explore the
organization of the University, its governing documents, and how
the decision structure operates in reality.
The series begins today on page three with a look at the official
organizational chart of the university. Future stories in the series will
be identified by the same logo as accompanies this story.

The President proposed to
follow the Nix on higher
education plan of concentrating
funds in Basic Education
Opportunity Grants (BEOO),
increasing _State Scholarship
Incentive Grants arid cuttjng
back or elimi,nating College
Work Study, National Direct
Student L oans and
Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grants. These
proposals would cut back by
635,000 the· number of students ·
served by these pro.grams.
Whe~
a si'xth program,
Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSL) is taken into account the
decrease · in- _ federal student
assistance is reduceq te> $122
million and the cutback in ·
students receiving aid is ·reduced
to 535,000 students. Some
critics consider the GSL program
separately from other federal
assistance programs because GSL
acts only to encourage and
insure private lenders who
themselves make student loans:
no Guaranteed Student Loan
money goes directly to students.
Since 1972, ·when the Higher
Education · Act was _ passed,
Congress and President Nixon
battled over which higher
education programs · deserved
funds, with the President
[Continued on p 9]
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Crock
Pot
•.
wins contest

[Continued from page 1]
proposed nine percent increase),
but that collective bargaining is
being discussed and an election
on whether or not to ·allow
collective bargaining is coming

" The Crock Pot" is the new
name for the cafeteria in the
Millett Hall basement formerly
known as Wright Station.
According . to campus food
director Jim Hartsell, the mane
was selected by a vote of the
WS U community, outpolling
four other name suggestions.
Roger Cowden, who submitted
the winning name, won the $25
grand prize.

up.

"If it comes to be," she said,
"they may bring up a salary
increase, but at the present time,
no faculty pay increase has been
proposed."
Kurt Hazlett, of Bowling
Green's News, said there were
)
two separate budgets at Bowling
Sandy Dyer, new 9aucus
Green, an Advisory Committee
business rep [Wilganowski photo/ that distributed monies collected
from the general fee allocation
and an education budget, which
has not yet set up a budget
review board. Hazlett said he
monday, april 21
believed Bowling Green was the
veterans educational organization-3:00 pm, 118 millett.
only school in Ohio that
regular meeting of the veo. open to all students (veteran
differentiates between the two
and non-veteran) and faculty.
budgets.
veterans educational organization-10:00 am-3:00 pm,
The Educational Budget deals
outside allyn lounge. gasoline raffle. 50 cents per ticket.
w it h_ fa cu 1t y sa 1a r i es,
fir~t prize 100 gallons of gas, second prize 50 gallo1_1s~ third
departmental, and college
prize 25 gallons. gas purchase good at any marathon station
budgets.
in usa. raffle runs through april 25, drawing april 30.
Hazlett said athletics had been
cut
to $580,000 from a request
wednesday, april 23
of $737 ,000. However the
politeia society-1:30 pm, 048 university center.
current budget is $689 000 a
organizational meeting. politeia society seeks to attract
$157 ,000 decrease fr~m the
religious, cultural, political, and economic conservatives,.
requ; st and a $109,000 from the
from among the wright state community. it will sponsor
current budget.
lectures, debates, open forums, and other events designed .
Hazlett said Bowling Green has
to promote the exchange of ideas.
·
15,000 students and that the
biomedical engineering program-12:00 noon, 206 fawcett.
general fee received from them
seminar, "the application of infrared radiography in
gave the University a $2.45
exercise physiology," colonel james veghte, wpafb.
million general fee fund. Hazlett ·
~is~ory dept-3:00 pm, 223 millett. all history majors
said, though, that "more groups
1~v1ted to elect student representative from history dept to
applied (for money) and not
sit on the student sub-caucus of the college of liberal arts.
only that but those that applied
will be followed by meeting of the history club to elect
showed the effects of inflation."
officers. all interested persons invited.
·
Hazlett said only two groups
of 24 received th~ amount they
thursday, april 24
oril!inallv requested.
spanis~ club-2:0~ pm, 124 millett. regular meeting. pat
Student Court received their
olds will speak on mternational programs.
request of $2,000 and the World
Student association received
friday, april 25
their request of $1,800. Hazlett
hist?ry def.t-12 noon-1:00 pm, 339 millett. spring lecture
said
the WSU figure was
series. . t?e cliabgrass frontier: the impact of
somewhat misleading since they
suburbamzation on · american cities," dr kenneth jackson
had merged with another group;
columbia university.
'
therefore, the $1,800 is actually
university center board, wright state union-8: 30 pm main
two groups.
gym . " seven med"1tations on political sado-masochism
'
"
The News' budget, Hazlett
living theatre collective. discussion to follow the
:x1id, had asked for _$ 102,000
performance. admission free.
1ust to break even, but only
received $72,000. The News
antiq~ities society-3:30 pm, 041 university center. regular
currently has a budget of
meetmg.
$30,000.

Campus Happenings

.Hazlett said two groups ser vic es bud gets show
h
handled movies and student .mcrease o f nearly $7 ,OOO , from
entertainment, the student $ 160 ,870 to $ 16?
658
government branch and the Anderson said the in~rea~
University Union activ ities. He would go to pay for building and
said their budget request of rental space, which is provided
$9 60 ,000 was reduced to ,to s tudent governme t
$575,000, which he said was pu bl ica t ions, judiciary, a:a
sure to affect the quality of union activities. In contrast
services, which include food groups at Wright State such a;
services and meeting rooms.
the Gu ardian and Student
Cleveland State's budget Caucus do not have to pay rent
officer, Benny Anderson, said for space in the University
CSU had a total budget of $34 Center.
million dollars.
Anderson said all budgets were
Anderson said there was 12 tentative and added that a two
percent more money available week budget hearing
throughout the University , but begin on Mond ay.
that nobody would receive
anything close to their budget
(CPS)- Acting on complaints
request unless a college turned in
of
politically-motivated faculty
a budget substantially under 12
firings, the American Econom~
percent.
(A EA) has
For example, of the major Associatio n
colleges at Cleveland State, all established a stand ing committee
have increased at least 12 on political d iscrimination to
percent, but the College of assist members who claim they
Business increased 21 percent were fired for political reasons.
The
Union of Radical
and the College of Law increased
Economists,
which shares
23 percent.
Athletics at Cleveland State members with the AEA, has
show a budget request increase claimed in recent months that
economics faculty
of $658,820. The current three
athletic budget is $571,968; in members at San Jose State
actuality, however , this University in California and one
represents about a $30,000 at Lehman College in New York
increase, which is about the were fired because of then
same as Wright State's athletic radical views on economics.
The new AEA committee will
increase . $50,000 of the
case ol
increase, Anderson said, was due investigate a ny
termination in which a dismissed
to an increase in rent.
Cleveland State's athletic faculty member makes a
department has to pay rent on complaint to the group.
the gymnasium, and Anderson
said the rent increased from
$1.90 to $2.40 per square foot .
Intramural sports has asked for
Offer Ends May 31, 1975
an increase in its ·budget from
$170,835 to $213,690.
CSU has also approved a
compensation package of 10
percent, which includes fringe
benefits such as increase in Blue
Cross coverage. He also said that
the retirement fund had
Whe nyoubuyanynew l9~
increased from 10.4 percent to
rotary-en g ine car equipped
12 percent, which was required
th e w ay you like 1t .
by law .
"No fee increase was instituted
this year, so the level of services
will not be increased a whole
heck of a lot," Anderson said.
Student government and student

MAZDA
CASH
REBATES!

Universi ty Food Services
is_hap.Py to

announc e
the winning nam in the 'name-Wright-Stati on
contest.' After all your votes were counted

CASH REBATES ON RX-2s; RX·3s,
RX-4s. HARDTOPS, COUPES,
WAGONS, SEDANS.

THAT'S ON TOP OF ONE
HMMMMDINGER OF A DEAL!

the

CROCK POT

U se your reba te to ward your
down payment if you won t . .
Free 50 .00 0 · mile . 3 -y ear eng ine
w a rranty. A sk fo r
d eta il·~:·, · . ·~~

'~~

Ma zd a 's ro ta ry en gi n e l ic en sed by

emerged _the overwhelming choice of the university
commumty. Congratulations to the names' creator
Roger Cowden, who can stop by the Food Servic~
director's office fo r his prize.

N~

Mazda of Dayton
3979 Col Glenn HwY
(%mile from WSU)
426-0901 
1-75/Keowee Exit
223-2322
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WSU organization chart
With a little care the relation

Chart 1

of any office to the rest of the

rsu

hiera rchy (officially
be determined
from the accompanying charts.
naey represent the official WSU
.,uzation, updated to April 1.
To locate any office start at
lk top and work down, jumping
to the appropriate chart where
;wlitated. Conversely start at the
bottom and jump up from charts
l 3, 4 and 5 to chart 1; and
fromchart 6 to chart 2.
The orga nization of the
Uniuersity above President
Kegerreis runs through the WS U
board of trus tees to the Ohio
Board of Regents and then the
Ohio Legislature.

rpeaki'fll) can

Assistant
the President
(Atwater)

to

Director of
Administrative
Computer Services
Center
(Meyer)

Director of
Research and Instruction
Computation Center
(Schaefer)

Executive Vice-President
and Provost and Treasure r
(Spiegel)

Senior Vice-President
(Wh ite)

Executive Assistant
to the Executive Vice
President
(Neiman)

Vice-Provost for
Special Studies
(Abraham)

I
_ _J_ _ _

Vice-President and
Vice-Provost for
Academic Affairs
(Murray)
See chart 2 .

Security

Vice -President and
Director of Planning
and Development
(Conley)
See char t 3 .

Dean of the School
of Medicine and
Vice-Provost for
Medical Affairs
(Beljan)

Associate Provost
(Hubschman)

Director of Security
and Parking Services
(Grewe )

Assistant to the
Executive
Vice-President
(Atwater)

Assistant Dean
for Administration
(Spanier)

Director
of Affirmative
Action Programs
(Smith)

Director of Budget
and Institutional
Research
(Keller)

Vice-President and
Director of Student
Services
(Pollock)
See chart 4 .

Assistant Dean
(Zappala)

Executive Director
of General
University Services
(Harden)
See chart 5 .

Director of the
Eugene W . Kettering
Center/WSU
and Assistant
to the Provost
for Urban Affairs
(Hutzel)

Parking

Director of the
Controller
Bolinga Black Cultural (Ragan)
R esources Center
Payroll
(Thomas)
Accounts Payable
Bursar

Director of
Phy sical Plant
(Seaver)
Minor Construction
Custodial Operation
Repair o f Buildings
Preventive Maintenance
Landscape Management
and Development
Surface Maintenance
Utilities

Chart 2

Vice-President and
Vice-Provost for
Academic Affairs
(Murray)

Chart 6
College of Libera l Arts
(Cantelupe, Dean)

A-sso-c iate Provost
(Hubschman)

University Division
IWilhs, Dt.dn)

WOBC

Accountancy (Pabst)

Mu sic (Fenton)

-1 -
Branch Campuses
I Uphoff . Dean)

Art (Levine)

---...,.---- - ----------..,

Divisi on of Graduate
Studies
(MacKinney, Dean)

College of Continuing
and Community
Education
(Hutzel)

Speech Communi cation
(Pruett)

University Library
(Frornmeyer. D ean)

Theatre Arts (Bassett)
English (Correale)

Media Services

Administrative Science::.
and Finance (Gray)
Economics (Chao)
Management (Von der E mbse)
Marketing (Carusone)

Classics (King)

Instructional TV

C o llege of Business and
Administration
(Barone. Dean)

Modern Languages
(Whissen)
Ph ilosophy (Hough)
Religion (Piediscal£1)
Geography (Rayl

c~Tberal

A rt s
ICa11Wlupu. Ded11l
See chart 6 .

College of Business
and Administration
IHarone , Dean)
See chart 6 .

College of Education
( ldd ings ..ptlan)
See chart 6.

College of Science
and Engineering
(Hutchings, Dean)
See ehart 6 .

School of Nursing
(Deane. Acting Director)

Po litica l Science (Adams)
History (B erry)
Sociology. Anthropology
and Social W ork
(Franklin)
Urban Studies
(Hut ze l . Director)

University Honors
Program
!Dorn. Direc t or)

University Professor
(Milheim)

International
Education Programs
(Olds, Director)

Art ists and Lectures
College of Education
(lddi ngs, Dean)
Division of Educational
Leadership and Human
Services
(Dillehay . Dir ector)

Chart 3

Division of
T eacher Education
(Chait. Director)

Vice-President and
Director of Planning
and Development
(Conley)

Division of Library and
Communication Sci ence
(Iddings , Acting Director)

College of Science and
Engineer ing
(Hutchings, D<>an)
Biological Scierices
Environ.-nentc.i Health
Chcm istrv (Kori !
Geology (Schmidt)
Physics (Wolfe)
Psychology (Crampton)
Computer Science
(Brandeberry)
Engineering

( R ol.st~n)

M<.ithematics (Gor.::,wara)
Environmental Studies
(Schmidt . Director)
Academic units are under the supervision of chairmen unless otherwise indicated .

Research
Development
(Hay. Director)

Chart 4

- r=

Campus Planning
and Construction
(Marlow. Director)

f~unseling Services
l"lQebretson. Director)
Student Activiti es

Registrar 's Office
(Falkner , Registrar)

ilVenport , Directo r )
Residence Hall

Financial Aid and
Placement
(Cohan. Direc t or)

Yon)

liea1th Service

~Organizations

~iversity

Center
•-on, D irector)

~PPed Student
11, D irector)

Technical and
Business Services
(Bales. Director)

Admissions
(Langdon , Director)

Alumni Office

Chart 5

Vice-President and
Director of Student
Services
(Pollock)

Executive Director
of Student
Administrative
Services
(Koch)

\>-Ln of Students

Development

Athletic Director
(Mohr)
Intramural Sports
Physical Educatio n
Building Administration
Intercollegiate Athletics

University Publicati ons Com munications
(Parkhill. Director)
University Publ icati ons
Printing and Graphic
A r ts
Mail Room
(Shu mski . Supervisor)

University and
Community Even t s
(O'B r ien, Director)

Executive Director
of General University
Services
(Harden)

Purchasing
(Bell. Director)
Motor Vehicles
(Oldiges.
A ssistant Direc tor)
Central Stores and
Receivi ng (O 'Connell .
Assistant Director)
Office Machine Rental
Switchboard
(Brinson. Supervisor)

Personnel Office
( Purvis. Director)

Bookstore
(Goeggel. Manager)

Foo d Services
(ARA/Slater)

·_-· ~Gtiiardian

:·OP INI ON .
Shau Id ARA stay
When ARA was kept as WSU's food service for
the rest of the year, that decision was made
with the understandi ng that students, faculty
and staff would review ARA's performance since
then. It would then be decided whether WSU
should retain ARA for another year.
Well, it's about time students, faculty and
staff start considering whether ARA's perfor
mance merits retention. They should take into
considerati on how the food has improved, how
the service has been, and how reasonable
prices seem to be.
If they are not satisfied, they should
voice their dissatisfac tion to the food
service committee under Dr Elizabeth Harden,
Salsblurbs
or to the administrat ion, to Student Caucus,
or in the form of a letter to the GUARDIAN.
Those who are satisfied should likewise voice
their opinions.
The un;_versity community must make their
Wright State's revolting budget
feelings and opini on s known before it is too
situation comes to a climax
late, and the decisi on gets out of their hands. today and what the situation

It's time for a little revolt

demands is a revolt, albiet a little
one.
The University Budget Review
committee meets today, (10 am,
executive wing) and the
Everyone else has been writing Fred White
editorials, so we might as well write one too. proposed budget for next year
With his retirement, Mr White leaves a void has got to be past the
"tentative" stage the Guardian
at WSU. Wright State was built around Mr
White and his efforts. To see him go means the has been hearing so much about
for the last two weeks. Today
end of an era for this school. His years at
the administration has got to put
WSU represent the formative years of the univ
the decisions they have
ersity. His departure thus signifies the
previously made on the table.
official closing of those formative years.
A look at the committee that
With his departure, it can now be officially
is supposed to represent the
said that Wright State is an established
WSU community is pretty
discouraging, not because of the
state university.
individuals involved, but because
We feel that Mr White's . contributio n to
the committee is "stacked" with
WSU should be officially recognized, perhaps
members of the administration,
by naming the library after him. Without that
or more specifically people who
contributio n, WSU's gr~wth may have been even
report
to
executive
more difficult than it was.
vice-president Andrew Spiegel (5
Thanks a lot, Fred.
of the 9 members).
Still, the meeting could. be
interesting if the faculty and
student members stand up and
One of the many areas which have gone
start asking some tough
unnoticed in the budget crunch for next year
questions. They have got to
is the student leadership lab, which has been
shake the "papa knows best
axed completely. The lab has gone unnoticed
mentality" that is being fostered
because it represents less than $3, 000. This
about the budget. and literally
is only one thousandth of the $3 million
revolt against being patronized.
· ·
h·
·
.
.
I don't know all the questions
b u d get d e f ic1t
w ich the uni vers1 ty experienced . that
need to be asked (hopefully
p,
In a budget where . e:reryon~, except for a ~ew committee members will) but to
P~ t areas of the administrat ion, has felt the
aid the membe~s I hereby supply
crunch, the lab is not an exception, but the
afew:
rule.
-What ass~mptions is WSU
However, we feel the lab is one of those
making about the amount of the
little things from which students have beneclassified staff pay increase the
fited. Admittedly, it i s a nearly intangible
legislature will authorize and
benefit which is hard to judge concretely.
where the money will come
Yet, as an educational benefit, its help to
from?
students has been proven.
-How · is the university
The fact that it costs so little makes its
budgeting services being
provided to the new medical
departure that much more disappointi ng.
school? Are they carried under
Obvious 1 y, anything which may help students
the regular university budget, or
to become better leaders is not a high priority are they charged back to the
with the administrat ion, whatever its imporMedical School Budget?
tance to students.
-Why the Artist and Lecture
series was cancelled, to save
$18,000 despite its excellent
publicity value?
GUARDIAN Opinions are those of the editori
-Why Inter-A_thletics (which
once was the same size as the
al board, composed of Edi tor Tom Snyder,
student activities budget but is
Managing Editor Frank Salsburg, Associate
now three times as big) is getting
Editor Gary Floyd, and New5 Editor Gail
a
substantial increase ( 15%) next
Snyder.
year when other areas that
service more student s are being

So long, Fred

Lab proves the rule

curtailed (careful, they may tell
you it furnished cheap
publicity)?
-What are the specific duties·
and powers of Judy Neiman,
executive ass't to Spiegel, and
why does her position exist?
Does she speak for Spiegel? Why
can she keep overturning other
people's decisions?
-Why a new position in the
Phys Ed administration was
created for retiring Coach John
Ross at a substantial salary, and
what duties he will perform that
couldn't be done by existing
staff or a cheaper position?
-How much money in every
budget will be available for
furniture, carpeting and other
little goodies, especially in the
Dean's offices and executive
wing?
-How the changes in travel
and telephone money available
for Spiegel, Murray and other
biggies in the executive wing
(including of course the
President) comp~res with those
for the rest of the university?
Also how they justify what they
are getting, and how they justify
traveling at WSU expense instead
of hanging around and running
things. (On second thought
maybe we are better off when
they go away.)
-How many secretaries work
in the executive wing , what they
do and how their salaries
compare with secretaries in the
rest of the university (theirs
probably aren't that high, it's
just that everyone elses are so
low.)
-Why the university
administration has so many
assistants to? What do they do
and how do they interfere with
lines of communication?
-How much money the
university makes in interest in
short term investments each
year, how it is going to be
budgeted, and who controls its
disposal?
-If the President, Executive
Vice-Presiden t, a nd other
·vice-presidents have cqntigency
funds ( ol course they do) how
much is in them, and what they
are supposed to be used for?
- Why t he pro fessional support
services of the university are
disintegrating through firing and

resignation?
-Why does the Director of the lfi
Affirmative Action program feel ,
he has an inadequate budget to
cope with discrimination at the
university?
-Why is the
acquisitions budget dow n to
$300,000 or less from over 10
$400,000 this year?
-What is being done to the
counseling budget and why?
-Why, with support services
being slashed all around, is the
0 ff i c e of U n iv er sity and
Community Events under Pat
O'Brien getting almost a 50%
budget increase (if they tell you
it's a small increase in real
dollars, $12,0oo · ask why other
small figures are taken ~
seriously)?
-Why is student activities
money decreasing for the third l
time in the last four years? (If
they tell you its increasing ask
Pat Bastien of the student
budget board to explain their
doubletalk.)
· -Ask them if it is just
coincidence they think the size
of the Guardian should ,be cut?
-Finally, ask them if giving
students a good education, with
a well-rounded program of
support services and student
activities isn't a better way to
sell the uni~ersity than
gimmicky ad cam paigns,
expensive basketball program~
and other form s 0
ad m inistrative aggrandizement
and tyranny that destroy s~aff
morale and educational quality.
I hope the committee has
better luck getting answers to
these questions than the
Guardian has. Remember, a little
revolt today could go a long
w~.

b~

(The face of Frank Sais uat
Salsblurbs creator adorns
'
. the
least one dart board m
does
executive wing. Fran k
't
major in religion, do~TI iS
observe dietary laws, an the
managing editor of
nuardian.)

~~~~~~~--------

8 AN FRANCISCO (UPI)-~
helicopter circled th~· redeign
building Tuesday, towing a snal
which urged that the Inter
Revenue service be audited.

To the editor:
I would like to thank everyone

rho helped me after I fell ,
especially Barbara Freund and
Dusty Hall. Would the person
rho caught me contact me
lbrough the Guardian?
Sue Swensen
(Editor's note: Sue Swensen
e lffered injuries after falling
· iwn the main Library steps.)
the

Guardian

too loud in last week's editorial
IDncerning the incident with
Dean Cantelupe and the caucus
sub· c o m m i t t e e rn eet i n g .
Evidently, according to the
uardian 's own account (on
e 7 of the same paper) , it was
big deal.
However, the Guardian staff
embers responsible for the
torial fell prey to the same
lallts they accused Cantelupe
er t rudeness, pettiness, and
~ fistortion. Also , the writer
bind it necessary to resort to
ies !heap assumptions, name calling,
ird lad other u npro f essio nal
(If tditorializing that reeked of
a!i ~rjournalisrn .
ent In four years of contact with
elupe~ as both student and
heir
l!ws reporter, I have found him
just le of the most open,
size lltelligent, student-oriented
1ut? ~tulty adrn inistra tors on
~ing 'lllpus.
fith H he has qualms with the
ian and the Guardian has
I of
~ent \lalms about his qualms with
f to Guardian-fine. But let's not
these personal qualms
~an
ere with the day to day
gns,
Y-student reputations and
rams
of
nent

re la t ion sh ip s that are all
important in t he academic arid
adm i n ist ra t ive processes at
Wright State University !
Jim Vo lz
To the editor:
I am upset over the cutting of
the liberal arts Artist & Lecture
series. The administration of this
school will gut the academics
while supporting the athletic
department to the hilt. So if any
of you would like to see our
liberal arts Artist and Lecture
series back call Don Mohr and
ask ' him why a baseball team
(who watches WSU baseball
besides cheerleaders?) or the
basketball team · or his lush
office,-( and the offices over
there are big!) are more
important than George Gallup,
Nicholas Von Hoffman, James
Kil patrick, and other great
leaders in politics and culture.
G ive the sports everything but
screw everybody else seems to
be the motto of the
administration.
Eric Wagnor
To the editor:
The idiot who cancelled the
Art ist and Lecture series ought
to be fired.
Patty Hoyt
To th2 editor:
Dear Ray , Joe, Janice, Bob ,
Lourdes, Bob , Don, Denny , Pat,
John and Cindy:
Thank you .
We didn't know anyone cared
enough to express an opinion
about WWSU. Due to a lack of
co rnrnunication between our
programming staff and the
University populus, we don't

always know exactly what you
want to hear.
For this reason, we program a
variety of music from classical to
bluegrass to jazz to progressive
rock. Sometimes, you may even
hear a few of the "Top 40" hits.
("Spin 'em around, Count 'em
down, Ha Cha, Baby") .
We look at Wazoo radio as an
alternative. We play what you
probably won't hear on any
other station.
We are not WVUD, WSAI,
WING, WHIO, WELX, WONE,
WAVI, WEBN, WYSO, WDAO,
WLW or WOWO ("The 50,000
watt giant voice of the
midwest"). We are WWSU. We
feel we are unique.
It's very frustrating, trying to
communicate with you through
this middle person (ie the
Guardian). Our extensions are
618 and 619 and we are ~ocated
in room 044 of the University
Center. Because of our limited
means of commu nicat ion our
wide spectrum of mu sic and
talk, we don't know exactly
know ' what your complaint is.
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President tell$ how
to run a·· college

Please contact us directly with
your complaints and criticisms
so that we may better deal with
them.
Thank you for your attention
and your concern.
Steve Boaz
Program Director
Nathan Schwartz
Assistant Program Director
To the editor:
Having . attempted to work
with the Budget board in
relation to our budget and
allocation of funds, the Wright
State University Veterans
Educational ..organization
requests of Wright State
University the following:
1 The recall of all current
Budget Board members.
2 Auditing and freezing of all
Budget Board funds.
3 Ratification of Student
Caucus Laws and By-laws
concerning the Budget Board.
4 Formulation of a Budget
Board Charter with specific rules
and regulations including
political form; decision making
rationale; membership; voting
conduct; meeting facilities and
use of staff advisors.
It is our contention that there
are no formal rules of conduct
or political form to manage the
allocation of funds by the
present Budget Board , other
than individual and possibly
prejudicial likes and dislikes.
Currently there is no control
either by the Student Caucus or
Wright State Administration to

by LeRoy Pope
UPI Business Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-Contrary
to popular opinion-even much
academic opinion-a university
has to be run pretty much like a
business corporation; many of
the problems are the same, says
Dr William H Hagerty, president
of Drexel University in
Philadelphia.
There always have been college
presidents who believed the
pressures in the educational
world are much the same as in
business.
In the early 1920s, Arthur E
Morgan, an engineer, mad e the
educatio nal world . sit up and
take notice by revolu t ionizing
t he curriculum and policies of
An tioch College at Yellow
Springs, Ohio. Among other
things, Morgan used the co-op
plan, two alternating student
bodies, one on campus studying
while the other was scattered
around the rnidwest working in
factories and offices.
Hagerty also is an engineer and
he uses the co-op plan at Drexel,
a much bigger school than
Antioch. Drexel has to contend
with many social and political
issues the American people had
not faced up to in the early
1920s; for example, recruiting
black students, keeping them
from dropping out and seeing to
it that most of them gradua~e
with a real purpose in life.
" This is one problem
universities have in common
with bu.siness corporations,"
Hagerty told United Press
International.
Hagerty thinks Drexel has
done well with its black students
and that its graduates are going
to provide a high proportion of

guard against the indiscriminate use of student funds.
Since the Budget Board
allocates approximately $90 ,000
per year, the Veterans
Educational Organization feels
that some sort of control should
be implemented.
The Veterans Educaitonal
Organization requests a formal
hearing within a fourteen day
perio-d and an injunction against
any funds being allocated by the
Budget Board until that hearing.
We expect a formal written

letter as to the date, time and ..
place of the hearing, at least 48
hours in advance of the hearing.
· Respectively,
David A Combes, President
Bill Cherry, Vice-President
Sandy Thornton, Secretary/
Treasurer
WSU Veteran;; Educatio nal
Organiz ation
(Edito r's note: t~is is a copy
of a letter sent to the Student
Caucus, Dean of Students Office
and the Budget Board. )

JC:~s~~

~taff

~ity.

bas
s to
the
little
long

t he leadership of the nat ion's
black community in corning
years.
Hagerty's policy has b een to
select black freshme n carefully,
waive strict ent r ance
requirements, bring them to
cam pus several months early for
intensive remedial instruction
and house them in dormitories
where they are helped with any
necessary living adjustments in
their undergraduate years.
Virtually all are on full
scholarship.
"It's simple justice to do this
and it will pay off fo r the nation
in the future," says Hagerty, a
native of Minnesota w ho spent
som e of his format ive years on
the faculty of the University of
Texas.
Other management problem s a
modern university has in
common with a business
corporation, he said , include the
marketing and promotion of its
products-curriculum and
services including research
facilities-and " stockholder
relations," which after all is
wbat alumni relations and fund
raising efforts really amount to.
The financial management of
the revenues and the operation
of the physical plant have to be
run more and more the way a
business firm runs its finances
and physical facilities.
"A university must be even
more · alert to technological
progress than most businesses,"
Hagerty said. " It should be
ahead of business in t echnology ;
otherwise it quickly finds itself
teaching students technologies
that no longer will be needed
when they graduate." Drexel is a
tenchnically oriented school.
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Fashion Show
1984 presents Fashion
Show 1984 at Central State
University. The show will be
April 24, 1975 at 8 pm in
Smith hall.
Fashions from Dayton Mall
will be featured and gift
certificates will be given
away.
International Programs
Any student who plans to
travel in another country
during the summer should get
an International Student
identity card in the
International Programs office,
128 PE building . The card
entitles the holder to reduced
rates for housing, meals,
travel and museums. Bring a
photo one and a half by one
and a half inches, $2 and
proof of full-time student
status.
Selective Service
Effective at midnight April
·1, the Military Selective
Service Act no longer requires
registration during the 60 day
period commencing 30 days
prior to ~1e person's 18th
birthday.
This revision in the act does
not terminate the legal
requirement to register with
the Selective Service system,
but only changes · the
procedures by which the
registration will be
accomplished.

Fairborn NOW
Sonia Martin and Jim
Luggen will make a
presentation on the
Right-to-Choose abortion
issue sponsored by the
Fairborn chapter of the
National Organization for
Women. The meeting is
tonight at 8 pm at the
Fairborn United Methodist
church on 100 Broad Street
in Fairborn.
Earth Week
Wright State's Eco-Action
club is sponsoring films and
speakers next week in
celebration of National Earth
week. These will be held at 2
pm April 21-25 in 103
Oelman. The video tape titled
Violent Earth will be shown
Monday,
Tuesday, and
Wednesday from 12 noon-2
in Millett lounge and from
7-9pm in Allyn lounge.
Saturday, April 26, there
will be a nature walk through
Cedar Bog. PartiCipants may
meet at the WSU flagpole at
1 lam.
Return time is
expected to be 2: 30pm.
Summer Arts Festival
The Antioch Summer Arts
festival will be the topic of
discussion on the WWSU Talk
Show this Tuesday. The
program will air at 5 pm and
listeners are invited to call in
with questions and comments
at university extension 618.

News
Shorts
"Women and Theology"
·"Women and Theology" is
a seminar open to women of
the Wright State community
and sponsored by the Campus
Ministry Center.
The seminar will meet on
Wednesdays, April 23 and 30,
May 7 and 14 at 1: 30-3: 30
pm in the Campus Ministry
Center. The group will be
limited to 10 people. Cost of
the seminar is being covered
by the center. Call Marcia
~manuel at extension 535 for
further details. Phone the
Campus Ministry office at
426-1836 for a reservation on
a first come basis.
Summer Travel ID Cards
Students planning on
foreign travel during the
summer should get an
Int er national Student
Identity card in the
International Programs
Office, 128 PE Building. The
card entitles the holder to
reduced rates on housing,
meals, travel, and museums.
An ll1/2 by l1h photo, proof
of full time student status,
and $2 will be needed.

Editorships
Applications for the
position of Guardian and
·Nexus editor are available
beginning today in the Dean
of Stu dents office, 111
Millett. Applications must be
filled out and returned by
May 5 to the Dean of
Students Office.
The student publications f
subcommittee has established
the following criteria which I
will be used to aid in judging
applicants.
-An acceptable grade-point
average, as determined by the
subcommittee.
-Experience in editing or
closely related tasks.
-Experience in layout,
p a st e - u p , a n d o th er
"mechanical" aspects of
publication.
- W r it i n g ab il ity , as
determined by experience
and/or writing or journalism
courses.
- 0 r g a n i z a t ional and
leadership abilities, which can
only be inferred from past
experience.
-Time available for the job.
-Relevant references.
Both editors positions are
paying positions.

White Dinner
A dinner in honor of Fred
White's retirement will be
held Wednesday, April 30 in
the Grand Ballroom of the
Biltmore Towers in
downtown Dayton.
Tickets are $12 per person,
with $3 of every ticket going
to help establish the
Frederick A White
scholarship fund.
All members of the WSU
community are invited to
attend. Tickets are available
from the Office of University
and Community Events, ext
667.

J

I

Open Forum
Wright State's Student
Caucus is holding an open
forum 10 am, Thursday,
April 24, in Allyn hall lounge
with Dr Robert Kegerreis,
WS U president, as guest
speaker. Al1 students are
invited to attend.
Election Rules
A rules meeting is being
conducted today from 10-11
am · in 343 Millett by .the
Student Election commission.
All potential candidates for
Student Caucus and Student
Pub I ications subcommittee
are invited to present their
views on the current rules.
The Election commission
requests that any
recommendations be in
writing.

Yearbook Photos
Pictures are now being
taken for the WSU yearbook.
Call extension 124~
between 9:00 am and 5:00
pm or stop by room 023 of
the University Center. '
Portraits will be taken by
Delma Studio the week of
April 21st.
Students graduating in June
or August and who have not
received informatio n about
the yearbook, please stop by
the Dean of Stud ents Office
or Room · 023 University
Center for details.
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EVERY VET'S,COMPLETED
HALF OF ARMY ROTC.
NOW CONSIDER THE LAST.HALF.
IT'S ABETTER ·DEAL!
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only 2 years of ROTC during your
last 2 years of college.

EARN

an extra $100 a month, up to 10
months a year, plus your VA edu
cation benefits.

CHOOSE

...
·~
·~

.•

TAKE

• :

an option when you graduate --
serve on active duty or go into
a Reserve component.

•,. !

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call Cpt. Cassell
at (513) 229-3326 or write the Professor
of Military Science, Dept. of Military
Science, US Army ROTC Instructor Group,
University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469.
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Red's College Night
0 n Saturday , May 3, the
University Center Board will

• • • • • • • · ·•

.••..................... ................ ~~

..••
.•.
..•• .
....... :

sponsor a bus trip to the Reds
versus Atlanta College Night
baseball game. Tickets to the
gam'e are $2 , and a
combination bus-game ticket
is $3. Tickets may be
purchased at the University
Center
candy counter
Wednesday, April 16 through
noon on Sunday , April 25.
Conspiracy Lecture
Mae Brussell will give 3
lecture on polit ical
assassinations and kidnapings
in her lecture "From Dallas
to the SLA," at 4 pm•
Thursday, April 24 in 109
Oelman.
The lecture, part of the
UCB Lecture series, is free
and open to the public.
Nikon Wo"rkshop
Fairborn Camera is
sponsoring a Nikon Worksh 0P
at 7: 30 pm at Fairborn Park
Hills High School. Admission
is $2.00 and tickets shouldbe
obtained in advance from
Fairborn Camera.
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Biology's Arlene Foley a· WStJ original

Arlene Foley

Students· at Brown U
protest budgetc uts
by Tracey Jayne Thompson
Students at Brown University
in Providence, Rhode Island,
have gone on strike to protest an
8.9 percent decrease in the
student services budget.
More than two thirds of the
University'~ students have been
boycotting classes and picketing
.on the campus grounds. Brown,
smallest of the Ivy League
schools
has 5 000
u :-idergradu~te· students' and
1,500 graduate students.
John Andrew, spokesperson
for the Brown Daily Herald, the
student newspaper, said the
student services budget had been
cut to $1,655,555 from a
previous figure of $1,818,171.
Andrew said the strike which
began Monday, will c~ntinue
through Saturday, when the
University corporation will
discuss the final budget.
Andrew said students voted
Firday on the question of
whether or not to go on strike
and that of 3,880 voters, 3,136
voted to strike.
':We (the student body) had
sent a list of demands to ·
President (Donald) Hornig and
he refused to act on them which
prompted the first vote' After
the vote, he met with ~s that
Weekend.
"Another vote was held on
Monday and out of 3 136
students, the vote was 2 95S to
76 3 to go on strike."
'
Andrew said some of the
major cuts pla nned for student
ser·rvices were in the area of
1nancUl
· 1 aid,
.
counseling health
serv·ices, and the transitional
'
SU~mer program, which Andrew
said the administration would
not back. The program is a
Cath0 r
d"
ic program which helps
$~s:gvanta-ged students. A
refu ,OOQ budget has been
A SE!d for the program.
Wo ~rew also said the faculty
""u be reduced by 15% or 75
l'"'rS0ns.
'
· T~e faculty cuts would be
:tituted through attrition and
n-renew a l o f co n tracts;
llobod
said Y would be fired .. Andrew
ho,,ev the remaining faculty,
er, Would get a 9 percent

increase.
Ron Wolk, vice-president in
charge of public relations, said,
"the general reaction by the
University is one of regret
because it is not going fo
accomplish anything. The
students are missing out on
something they paid for but
classes are continuing in a
normal manner and there are
still some activities going on
around campus."
Wolk said the strike was "very,
very orderly and no punitive
measures will be taken. We have
a tradition of doing this and
doing this in a certain
framework."
Wolk said the administration
had responded to a series of
demands last Sunday which was
later found unacceptable by the
students, but he said the strike
had not caused any real
problems between the
administration and the stud~nts.
"We have some students
walking around with pickets but
everything is very peaceful. We
go out and talk with them every
once in a while," he said.

by Dick Lieberman
Arlene Foley of the Biology
department has seen a lot of
changes since she came to Wright
State in 1964. The faculty_, she
recalls, all had their offices in
Allyn hall, which was the only
building on the infant campus.
Her office in Oelman hall
exhibits the intensity that this
reporter felt during our
conversation. The room is
crowded with books and stacks
of materials that will surely
receive attention before they are
given the chance to gather any
dust.
Foley did her undergraduate
work at Anderson College in .
Indiana and received her MA
from the University of Indiana.
She also did work in Genetics at
the University of Oregon.
When WSU opened, Foley
recalls, the Biology department
consisted of two lecturers and
three lab instructors. The cours
selection that first year was
limited to courses in freshman
Biology. The program grew, she
continues, adding a higher level
of courses each year, until in

1968 the first graduate studen~s
were used as lab instructors.
Foley adds that the department
tries to selectively assign the
instructors according to their
special interest and training, in
an effort to prevent a lab
instructor from being assigned to
a course the instructor knows
nothing about.
Among her trailblazing efforts
is the creation, with Dr Jerry
Hubschman, of the laboratory
manual for Biology used here at
WSU.
Foley states emphatically that
the key to success in anything is
"taking pride in what you do."
She also says that the reputation
of her department, and of the
university as a whole, has grown
as a direct result of the high
standards in the courses offered
here.
She looks at the growth of
WSU in two lights. First, she
misses the closeness and
communication among the
faculty during the early years.
Foley states that since the
departments were split up into
different buildings th~re are

Nursing head

Tor~es
.1.
1

by Gail Snyder
Wright State's School of
Nursing will have a new dean as
of June 1, according to Donna
Deane, acting director of the
Nursing school.
Gertrude Torres, currently
member of the curriculum and
baccalaureate ed ucat io nal
council for the League of
Nurses, will replace former dean
Joyce Randall who resigned last
spring.
Torres was selected from 22
applicants for the position by
the Provost's Advisory Search
committee, said Deane. Deane
added tha! the applicants, beside
having a regular interview, also
visited the school a~d talked
with faculty members and
Nursing students. Evaluations
and recommendations were then
made for each applicant, Deane
recalled.
"When we had t.he opening
there last year, most everyone
had already been signed with

other schools," Deane said in
reference to why the selection of
a dean took so long. "It was that
time element . that we had to
work with."
Torres is a graduate from the
Teachers' College in Columbia,
New York and she seems "very
personable," Deane noted.

many faculty members' names
she doesn't recognize and she
surely can't recognize their
faces. However, she sees the
continuing expansion of the
curriculum as one of the great
strengths of the university.
Foley calls the undergraduate
program in Biology "excellent."
Foley contends it prepares the
student to go into any field,
including medicine. She goes on
to categorize Biology students as
"a great bunch of kids."
!legarding the medical school,
Foley refers to the splitting up
of the Biology department as
"the most major thing that has
happened here. " Half of the
department, she explains, is
prep~ring to make the transition
to the staff of the medical,
leaving the .Biological Science
faculty greatly understaffed.
They are, however, in the
process of finding replacements,
including a new department
head. The new staff members,
Foley says optimistically, will
aide in the expansion of the
curriculum, giving Biology
students a wider choice.
J'he medical school will not
become, according to Foley,
"the tail that wags the dog," It
will be, she says, another strong
part of the ~'university picture."
Foley does admit to being a
hard grader, however she does
not remember ever being
accused of being unfair in her
grading. She has rarely gone to a
class unprepared, because
Biology, she says, "is not a
subject you can lecture on from
the top of your head."

--

Women & Theology
open free to women of the
WSU community

April 23, 30 May 7, 14
1:30-3:30 pm
Campus Ministry Center
for seminar reservation call 426-1836

Complain to the camel
CLEVELAND
(UPI)-Dr
Mehqi Razavi, who had Saudi
Arabian King Khaleel as a patient
in the Cleveland Clinic in 1972,
describes the king as "a man
with an obvious sense of

hurpor."
"His servant brought three
beautiful glasses filled with
camel's milk," Razavi said.
"He told me if I had problems
with indigestion, complain to
the camel."

NOW
in Dayton
.

.

WILDERNESS OUTFITTERS

INC

RETAILER OF FINE
BACK PACKING * CAMPING
HIKING EQUIPMENT

Eastown Shopping Center
3962 Linden Ave
252-5006
HIKING BOOTS
TENTS *PACKS
WOOLENS* KAYAKS
SLEEPING BAGS
STOVES* CLOTHING
DOWN CLOTHING

VASQUE
NORTH FACE
KELTY
CAMPTRAILS
OLDTOWN
PHOENIX

HOURS 12 TO 9 MON THRU fRI 9 TO 5 SAT

r '

GIVE
BLOOD FOR
YOUR CAR.
$1 O per donation to fix it up.
Plasma twice a week. Or
whole blood every 8 weeks.
Mon.-Sat. Free Parking

t;l blood alliance
165 E Helena Street
224-1973
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.Soccer field plowed by dozers
Qy Susan Opt .
Spring has arrived, not only
bringing the sound of the birds
and bees but also the noises of
bulldozers, trucks and cranes.
The one time soccer field
appears to be slowly
d isappearing under advancing
forces of building machinery and
piles of dirt and gravel.
According to Robert Marlow ,

Director of Campus Planning
and · Construction, the soccer
field is being staked out for
utilities such as gas and water
lines, to be run under the field.
Bids for the contract for the
utility work are to be taken
soo n, he added.
" 0 therwise," Marlow said,
"we are mainly just cleaning up
t ha t pa rtic ul ar phase o f

Placem ent news
Sign -ups for interviews are run on a week ly basis in the
Placement Office. They start on the Monday of the week
preceding the week of the interview, unless otherwise
indicated. Office hours are 8:30 am to 6:00 pm on the first
sign-up day, and 8 :30 am to 5:00 pm on the other days.
For more information contact ext 267.
Tuesday, April 22: Sidney Board of Ed, Sidney, Ohio; Elem
Music, Elem Art, Elem Principal, EMR; Certification in
appropriate area; no August grads; citizenship required.
Wednesday, April 23: Mt Healthy City Schools, C_incinnati
area; Science, Math, will interview for other areas;
Certification in appropriate area: Baker's Shoes, US; Sales
Trainee; Any degree.
Thursday , May 1: Metropolitan Nashville, Public Schools,
Nashville, Tennessee; Kindergarten, Elementary (1-6) ,
Special Education, Reading teachers, Library science,
Industrial arts, Mathematics, Chemistry & Physics, School
social workers, Guidance counselors, School psychologists;
Certification in appropriate area; Master's degree for Social
worker, Counselor, and Psychologist.
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Alibi Supper Club
Catering For Every Occasion
•

Banquets

•

Weddings

•

Graduations

150 Monarch Ln

Miamisburg, 0

construction work." The land is
being graded for the completion
of the landscaping.
"Also, the tunnel, which will
run through that area, is being
filled over at this time," Marlow
said.
He added t oo, that a new
walkway will be put in, running
north of _the biological buildings.
"Another walkway will be
c onst ructed, running south,
wh ich will be w ide' enough for
possible use as an emergency
driveway for ambulances to the
medical build ings," Marlow said.
This phase of construction
work is expected to be
completed possibly by July.

Religion
.
sessions

planned
The annual meeting of the
Ohio Academy of Religion will
be held this weekend, April 25
and 26, at WSU.
The academy promotes the
scholarly consideration of the
religious dimension to culture as
part of a general humanistic
understanding.
Six sessions on various
religious topics will be held
Friday evening and all day
Saturday. Two of the sessions
will - be devoted to American
religion.
Sessions will be held at 8:00
pm Friday in American Themes :
Conversion and Grace , and
Belief and Unbelief in
Litera.ture; 10: 30 am Saturday
in Religious Paths :
Enlightenment and Liberation,
and American Themes: Pollution
and Evil; and 2:00 pm Saturday,
World Religion: Retrospect and
Prospect, and Philosophy of
Religion: Language and Symbol .
The meetings will be held in
the wsu university center and
will begin at 7: 30 pm Friday
with a welcome from President
Robert Kegerreis.
The meetings are open and all
interested persons are invited to
attend. For more details contact
the WSU religion dept, ext 514.

866-9240

FAIRBORN
CAMERA
~

NIKON
PENTAX
VIVITAR
MINOLTA
OLYMPUS
CANON
KONICA
MAMIYA

Quality Equipment
at Discount Price
Trades Welcome
Complete
Darkroom
Supplies

Not averse to going into the audience, the guerilla Living theatre
will be on campus Friday, for an 8 pm performance in the main
gym.

Grass liberation urged
by Frank Salsburg
the Attorney General's office. "I
The National Organization for testified against the attorney
the R eform of Marijuana Laws general's b ill as it regards
(NORML) is about to introduce marijuana."
a bill into the Ohio legislature
The attorney general's bill,
calling for the complete said Weiner, low ~rs penalties for
decriminaliZation of possesion of posseisio n somewhat, but makes
marijuana.
possession of 90 grams or more
According · to Paul Weiner, proof of intent to traffic and
state coordinator for NORML, imposes mandatory ·sentences.
the bill will be introduced
Weiner said he ex pected the
sometime this week.
decriminalization bill to be
In addtion to asking for ref ered to same judiciary
decriminalization for possession, subcommittee is chairer by
said Weiner, "It will also Dayton legislator Ed Orlett. He
eliminate as a crime the small said people interested in helping
non - profit transfer (of the bill should contact Orlett's
marijuana)."
Dayton office and make thier
Weiner,
who
is feelings known. (721 Salem
headquartered in Cleveland, is Ave. , 276-3461).
also - working to build up an
The student du es for NORML
organization throughout the are $10 a year, according to
state. He said that NORML has Weiner. T hese are kept by the
some members in Dayton, but Ohio unit for work in Ohio, and
no Dayton coordinator has yet .the member is put on the
been found.
nat ional mailing list. The addres.s
Weiner noted there alreadv is a for interested people to contact
drug bill in the Ohio Legislature is NORML, c/o 5291 Parkm.oor
(House Bill 300) introduced by Dr, Westerville, Ohio 43081.

W. James Bridges Presents 
IN CONCERT
A SWINGING
EVENING WITH THE

llGITEIUI
BllTHElll .
Capitol Record artists, Bill Medley
and Bobby Hatfield ... the Righteous
B rothers ... singing their many golden
hits in a show that won standing ova
tions in Las Vegas!

MEMORIAL HALL
SUN. 8:00 P.M. - APRIL 27
Res. Seats: $6 $5 & $4 .
BOX OFFICE: OPEN 10 AM-5 :30 PM
(223-1071) TICKETS ALSO AT SEARS
(DOWNTOWN, SPRINGFIELD , MID
DLETOWN & PIQUA) & RIKE'S
(DOWNTOWN & SALEM MALL).
MAIL ORDERS: Checks payable to W.
James Bridges Presents. Forward to
125 E. First St., Dayton 45402. Add 10¢
per ticket service charge.
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Federal Aid Jor students decreases
attempting to shift federal
support f r o m institutional
assistance to student assis:ance.
ColCfess has responded by
generally observing the spending
ceilings p roposed by the
President while dividing this
money b etween both
institutional assistance and
student a~istance. The battle is
expected to continue.
Cracks in the Corners tones
The cor nerstones of the
President's policy are the Basic
Grants artd Guaranteed Loans
pfOl'llllS. As such both show
signif1eant increases in '76
allocation requests at the·
expense of programs favored by

In an appropriations hearing in
March, Sen Richard Schweiker
(R-PA) argued that talk about
BE OG full funding was
irrelevant because economic
conditions have worsened since
the grants were first authorized.
As tuition and costs continue to
rise, some critics charge, the
Basic Grants average of $7 85
just becomes smaller and
smaller.
Defenders of the program,
however, argue that Basic Grants
allow students to choose where
federal money actually goes and
point out that 1.3 million
students are expected to benefit
from the program next year.

Congress.
The President has requested Defaults hamper guaranteed loans
$390 million more for BEOG's
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The second higher education
raislilg their total to a "full
funding" level of $1.05 billion. cornerstone, Guaranteed Loans,
Buie Grants, begun during the has shown a few cracks of its
'73-'74 academic year for first own during its first years of
year students only, would cover usage.
The fiscal '76 budget calls for
all four classes under the '76
an increase of $7 4 million to a
budget.
Underutilization of the Basic ·· total of $654 million for the
Grants program has led some loan program.
This money is divided between
critics to contend that the
administration is using BEOG's interest subsides, special
to shortchange students. Money allowances Qf an additional 3%
that was formerly granted interest over the current 7% rate
directly to institutions and charged to students and default
immediately spent, they charge, payments--all paid to lenders.
now sits in the Office of Payments to cover defaults alone
Education (OE) unclaimed by have increased $87 million over
last year's budget authority.
individual students.
The new result of these two
In March the Commissioner of
Education reported that $135 programs, some critics argue, is
milli•>n in Basic Grants would to rechannel the federal
not be spent this year as only education dollar away from
b2·68% of the eligible students students--as BEOG utilization
actually participated in the rates remain low--and into the
program. - This has led OE to hands of private lenders--as
revise its "full funding" figure default and interest rated
,ior Basic Grants downward from increase.
Futhermore, this trend is
$1.3 billion to this year's $1.05
billion, a loss to students of likely to continue during the
current recession. A spokesman
$250 million.
for Sen Claiborne Pell (D-RI)
••

said he thought the GSL
program was going to be a
"disaster" next year as more
graduates fail to find
employment to pay back their
loans.
Defenders of GSL, however,
say t at Guaranteed Loans are
predicted to reach one million
students by 1976 with a total
capital of $10 billion, and that
this money could only be freed
up with the governrnent subsidy
program.
Of the remaining higher
education programs, the
President has asked for $24
million more for State
Scholarship Incentive Grants--an
increase to a total of $44
million. This money must be
matched by states.
N a_tional Direct Loans,
however, are down $320 million
to $9 million, Supplemental
Education Opportunity Grants
are supposed to be replaced by
Basic Grants and are therefore
eliminated and Work Study is
cut $50 million to $250 million.
Institutional Assistance is also
reduced $7 million to $134
million and Special Programs
and Personnel Development is
cut $4 million to $72 million to
complete the total federal
cutback of $133 million.
.A flash in the federal dollar pan
Despite the traditional
wrangling between Congress and
the President, heightened by the
recession, some education critics
believe education dollars will
never increase significantly, no
matter who is President or what
the economic conditions are.
·
·
Th e ma1or
reason, th ey say, 1s
th a t ed uca t·mn h as a low
''political payoff" when
compared with such attractions
as national health insurance, tax
cuts, and social security.
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Change
+390
+ 74
+ 24

-240
- 50
-320
-122

STUDENTS SERVED BY PROGRAMS
(All figures in thousands of students)
Change
'76
'75
1197.6 1323.6 +126
Basic Grants
+100
1100
Guaranteed Student Loans 1000
+ 26
176
80
State Scholarships
Supplemental Education
-347
0
347
Opportunity Grants
-104
520
624
Work Study
-406
328
734
National Direct Loans
3982.6 3447.6 -535
TOTALS
In addition, there are relatively ultimately turn to areas where it
few lobbyists for education and knows there is ·real political
most of education's competing payoff ... the tax cut, public
allocations under the employment, social security and
Department of Health, public works."
Carlson predicted education
Education and Welfare are
"non-controllables" like social . will "get back most of its cuts,
security which are mandated by and there may be a· new increase
law. All this has led one of a few hundred million above
education specialist to observe, the 1975 level, but these
"Education loses before the first increases will not be nearly
discussion of OE budget enough to cover inflation."
"When the dust settles on July
proposals."
Richard Carlson, a former 1, 1976," Carlson foretold,
budget examiner for the Office "federal aid to education will be
of Management and Budget, told reduced in real dollars for the
Higher Education Daily, "There fourth year in a row." .
And students, once again, will
will be much posturing about
'spending money to aid our just have to pull their belts in a
children' but Congress will little tighter.
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STUDENT ASSISTANCE
(All figures in millions of dollars)
'76
'75
Budget Request
1050
660
Basic Grants
654
Guaranteed Student Loans 580
44
20
State Scholarships
Supplemental Education
0
240
Opportunity Grants
250
300
Work Study
9
329
National Direct Loans
2007
2129
TOTALS
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WSU softballers win three, lose three

Koenig was two for three at the
by Gordon Brown
Wright State University's plate. In the second contest,
varsity softball squad crushed York pitched all nine innings in
Findlay college 30-6 last the extra inning effort where the
Wednesday, to cap a three game Raiders scored six runs in the
winning streak after losing the top of the ninth to win. Donna
same number of games to Dryer went two for four, with a
Mid-American powers Miami (by double and two RBI's. Margie .
scores of 22-11 and 22-9) and Coate had a homer and a double
for three runs batted in.
Ohio University (20-1).
One major reason the Raiders
Coach Barbara Nagel noted
that one should not "take the have won three straight after
Findlay game too seriously, losing the same number is an
they're known for their pitching immense improvement in the
and their pitcher was injured. defense. In those first three
We'll be playing them in about games the team averaged over
three weeks and that should be a eleven errors per game. In the
three victories the average
better game."
In the Findlay game the number of errant plays per game
Raiders crossed home plate was approximately four. When
eighteen times in the first inning asked what defensive changes
and five times in the second to were made, Nagel replied,
take a 17-1 lead as Nagel was "We've only made one major
change, the woman that played
able to substitute heavily en
third now plays shortstop and
route to an easy victory. Senior
we put a new third baseman in.
Terry York pitched all seven
A lot of (the improved defense)
innings, giving up two earned
is experience. In our infield the
runs on six hits, and was
only returning people are our
credited with three strikeouts
catcher (senior Deb Loewer) and
and bases on baUs. Outfielder
our first baseman (York) ."
Karen Elliot had three hits, as
Nagel said the schedule "has
did Nancy Bowman, who drove
some hard ones. We play Ohio,
in six runs.
Miami and Ball State University,
Wright State's other wins were
and we play some of the smaller
at Rio Grande, where the .
schools like Bluffton and
Raiders swept the doubleheader
Findlay." The WSU softball
9-5 and 14-8. Frosh Vicky
coach also mentioned that the
Mercer went the route on five
Raiders played some of their
hits in the first game. Debbie games fast pitch (such as Ohio)

and some are slow pitch (such as
Miami). It really makes a
difference in hitting, having to
change back and forth," she
said.
Nagel believes "this year's
team has the best shot" in
WSU's three year history of

Wheelchair climbs stairs
(CPS)-A man who has been
confined to a wheelchair -for
forty years, has been awarded a
patent on a new type of
wheelchair that climbs stairs.
The chair runs on two pairs of
tracks that consist of sprockets
mounted on endless belts. The
main tracks are· usually level,
while auxiliary tracks geared on
the front of the main tracks lead
the way up or down the stairs.
The device also has an
electrically self-levelling seat and
hydraulic cylinders that connect

the two sets of tracks that keep
the chair from pitching down
stairs.
The inventor, Howard Jensen,
has sold his design for the
battery-powered chair to
Ramby , Inc of Stamford, CT.
According to Jensen, the idea
was developed for a contest
which he entered several years
ago, but didn't win. When no
new stair-climbing wheelchairs
appeared as a result of the
contest, he recently resumed
work on his design and won the
patent.

Campaign
[Continued from page 1]
Political Science had
apparently been allocated the
money but due to inflationary
aspects, needed more. Costs for
the trip are estimated at $150
per student and $175 for
registration fee. Caucus voted
unanimously to allocate the
amount.
Caucus also reviewed a letter
received by VEO (Veteran's
Educational Organization) at
Wright State protesting action
by the Budget Board. Harvey
appointed Cornyn vice-chairer of
a committee to see if
"something is amiss in the
Budget Board."
Harvey proposed that there
would be no injunction against
the Budget Board until Cornyn's
committee returns a
recommendation, and tabled a
further review of it for the next
meeting.
$75 was also allocated by
Caucus for a momento for
former acting-President Fred A
White who is retiring this year as
secretary of the Board of

Trustees. The representatives
also voted to send a resolution
of thanks to White for his
"dedication, service, and aid in
developing Wright State," said
Harvey.
Cyndi Brown reported that
there have been complaints
about signs erected by Don
Mohr, director of the Physical
Education building. The signs
reportedly warn drivers to park
at their own risk in the parking
lot behind the PE building when
it costs $40 a year for the
privilege to do so.
Brown said Mohr ·erected the
signs because the windshield of
his car has been broken by flying
baseballs three times.
Caucus also voted to request
that the Election Commission, a
three student committee in
charge of student elections im
pose a limit of $35-45 for' can
didates' campaigns in the general
Caucus election.
The next Caucus meeting will
be an open forum with WSU
Kegerreis
Robert
President
Thursday at 10 am in Allyn Hall
lounge.

having a winning season, after
two years of losing ball.
"Definitely we'll hit better," she
added. "If we keep improving,
the .chances are good for a
winning season. To achieve that
goal Nagel will have to rely on
York who "is our strongest

pitcher. We've had only two
home runs and three or four
doubles and the rest of the hits
have been singles. We've got a
strong outfield; Elliot and Kirn
Williamson have good arms. Two
or three people have been
thrown out at home." The
Raiders played a doubleheader
at Muskingum Saturday, and will
entertain Heidelburg Wednesday
at 4:30 pm.

free to
students

Classifieds
For Sale
'69 NOV A 6 cyl, ps, low
mileage 236-1118.
1966 DODGE CORONET: 4
door, VS, automatic trans,
clean, one-owner car. Uses
regular gas. 879-1473. 4-17-2
FOR SALE 64 Triumph
Spitfire MK4 Roadster, good
cond 28-36 mpg, 45,000
miles, tan cover, good top,
custom steering wheel, seat·
covers; radio, new exhaust,
shocks, springs etc. With
manual & some parts $750.
252-1243 4-17-2
MERCEDES BENZ 230S
1966 Power steering, power
brakes, automatic & air
conditioning. Best offer. Ext
255 ask for Barry. Nights
879-0227 4-17-2
63 PLYMOUTH Valiant good
body $300 236-1562. 4-17-2
FOR SALE: Mobile home.
Champion Mobile Home. 12
by 52, shed, part-furnished,
near WSU. Call 278-0127
after 5:30 weekdays. 4-21-2
FOR SALE: 3" screen TV,
house, car, or portable. $50.
Call Dave 339 Fawcett.
4-21-2
FOR SALE: RCA 8-track
quad, 32 watts.. Ct.U Dave 339
Fawcett. 4-21-2
1970 LEMANS SPORT. 350 ·
automatic, power steering
and brakes, plus posi-traction.
Also has AM-FM radio, air
conditioning, and an electric
trunk release. The car is in
really fine shape inside and
out. Asking $1,350. Call Jeff
after 5:00 at · 335-2377.
4-21-3
FOR SALE: 1971 automatic
Maverick. Radio, snow tires.
Ext 764, 9-10 & 1-3 MWF,
1:00-2:00 TTh. 4-21-2
FOR SALE Buddy Mobile
Home. Carpet, air, skirting,
and shed, etc. $4900.
845-9009. 4-17-2
WINCHESTER .22 cal rifle,
model 50. In excellent
condition. Best offer. Call
Steve 864-5128. 4-21-2

.1971 JAWA 50 cc motor bike
$15 0. Yamaha 6 -string
acoustic guitar $30. Three
size 8 cocktail dresses,
(avocado, rose, and apricot)
$15 each. Call 27 4-5990 after
3. 4-21-2
1970 RENAULT 10. Good
condition, radio, 4 speed,
30,000 miles. $550. Call
848-3191 MWF; ext 455
Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri. 4-21-2
71 CAPRI Am-Fm, radials
mint condition. $1,595 . Call
429-0237 after 6 pm. 4-21-2
NEEDED TO sell Brand nam e
stereo components to
students at lowest prices. m
commission, NO investment
required. Serious inquii:j.es
FAD
ON LY!
COMPONENTS, INC, 20
Passaic Ave, Fairfield, New
Jersey 07006 JERRY
DIAMOND 201-227-6814
4-3-
MIXED, LONG haired male
kitten for sale $10.00 . Has
distemper shot. Call George
228-3277 . 4-21-2

Rooms
GRAD STUDENT from
Colorado needs to find a
house immediately. Will
discuss price. No area
preference. Need roomy yard,
have dog. Call Keith at
277-9013. 4-17-2
MALE OR female: Large
house to share. 15 minutes
from WSU. Private room
furnished if desired. Full ·
house privileges, congenial
atmosphere, good
neighborhood. $65 includes
utilities, phone, and use of
washer and dryer. For more
information, call after 6 pm.
256-3358. 4-21-2

Miscellaneous
WANTED: PEOPLE with
computer dating
experience .. . good, bad,
repulsive ... a rip off? Call
638, 648, ask for Bob 4-17-2
MARTHA JONES, AAA
Driving School, 825 S
Ludlow, Dayton, Ohio 45402
4-17-4

TYPING THEMES, etc Call
Mrs Hale after 5 at 233-4870.
4-21-4
NOW ACCE PTING flute
students, beginning- advance.
$4.00 per half hour. For
more informatio n, contact
Dayton Band Studios 4523 N
Main St. Or Kenny Powell
275-0022 after 6. 4-21-4
to $9 5 PER
$65
WEEK/parttime. Unlimited
earning pote nti al in
addressing envelopes at home.
Companies pay top money
for that "personal" touch.
For further information
regarding opportu nities with
these companies, send $2 to
Phoenix Advertising, PO Box
11707, Atlanta, Ga 30305
4-!l-

BOARD EXAM tutoring.
Enrollments no w being
accepted for the upcoming:
MCAT - DAT-LS AT· GRE·
ATGSB-VAT -CP AT- and
NAT MED BR DS. For
information and enrollments
call (614) 486-9646 , Stanley
H Kaplan Educational Center,
1890 Northwest Blvd,
Columbus , Ohio 43212
4-17-teoq
FRANK SALSBURG, the
scourge of M cD onal~'s,
claims he is the hamburger
eating champion of the
Western Hemisphere, boasting
the capability of downing 36
of these culinary treasures in
one hour. Persons wanting to
witness this exh ibition, or
those wishing to compete
with the "Atilla of
are
Hamburgerdom "
welcomed to do so. Call
Gary, extension 638 for
details.
MOBILE HOME , 1963
RITZCRAFT, 10'x50', air
conditioned, underpinning,
$2650. 256-3192. 4-17-2
OVER 125 companies now
hiring college grads. Send
$2.00 and stamped return
envelope to JOB MARKET,
Box 38382 L ittle River,
Miami, Fla 3S138 4-17-2
WANTED: HOME for small
fem ale dog, (strayed or
abandoned), looks like
Chihuahua. Phone 767-7150.
4-21-2

':SIKE REPAIRS, fast &
reasonable. Call Bike America
298-4366. 4-3-8
Work Study (available only to students receiving assistance through the WSU financial aid
office).
Clerical ass't
$1.90
Typing ( 40 wpm)
Clerical ass't
1.90
Clerical
1.90
Prefer morning, typing
Typist
1.90
Typing
Typist
2.15
Typing (40 wpm)
Typist
1.90
Typing ( 40 wpm)
Regular or Work Study
1.70
Staffreporter
For mo~e information contact Financial Aid Office, ext 491.
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Raiders. lose

by Gary Floyd

Since James Naismith mounted the first peachbasket on
the YMCA wall, there has been no "balance of power" in
internat ional basketball. Indeed, the United States took so
many Olympic gold medals and world championships that
the question was not whether the US won, but by how
much.
That was, of course, until Munich in 1972.
The Soviet basketballers, utilizing a much improved squad
·and two referees determined to reach new highs in
incredibility, upended the Yanks and forever crushed the
myth of US basketball invincibility.
Of course, it was bad enough that the US had its
basketball hymen broken, but the team that lost the
Olympic gold, a collection of collegiates, were light years
away fro m being the best players in the US. Because the
International Olympic committee is composed of some of
the finest minds of the 17th century, with a tendency to
equate amateurism with goodness, the best players in the
US, the legions of pro basketballers, were persona non grata
at international tourneys.
All of these injustices withstanding, the gold medals for
basketball rest not in the US, but in cities between Lvov
and Vlad ivostok.
So, were I a promoter, with some money and a
knowledge that there is some doubt as to who the true
basketball badasses on - this planet were, I might be
reminded of the team Canada series.
To settle the dispute about world hockey supremacy, the
Russians agreed to meet Canada's top professional skaters,
with four games to be played in each country.
So, it would not be a bad idea to round up the K~reem
Abdul Jabbars and the Bob McAdoo's and form a' Team
America," challenging the Russians to a series with the
stakes being the basketbad bragging rights of the galaxy.
The fans, thru a computer card system similar to the ones
electing the baseball all-star teams, could be utilized so the
fans could select the teams and therefore, participate.
Furthermore, the idea of the US against the Russians would
offer som ething for everyone from the average fan to the
cold-warrior. Imagine, the us and Russians meeting in a
court Armageddon.
Gettl·ng the players for this trans-continental conflict will
be easier than one might expect, not because it would
appeal to their patriotism, but to their purses. After sellout
crowds in New York and LA, TV rights and the four games
in the USSR, there would be enough money made to keep
the US ' pampered pros rolling in rubles.
And though the Russians would have as much chance of
winning t he series as Linda Lovelace has getting an audience
with the Pope, there will might be enough good basketball
played to sate the American fan.
It's a wo nder someone didn't think of it sooner.
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X pitching

by Gordon Brown
four hits. In the second game
"We lost a toughie at Xavier,
Limbert again proved to be the
we had the game won twice and
demise of the Marauders as he
our pitching let us down," said
has two hits and two runs batted
Ron Nischwitz, head coach of
in. Rick Burger picked up the
the Wright State baseball team.
win, as the Raiders scored their
Indeed the «aiders were not able
eight runs on the same number
to get it together in losing their
of hits.
third straight game.
Thursday, Dayton won the
Against Miami it was the
first game behind Dan Burneka's
hitting and defense that cause
wsu to lose and against the
Musketeers it was the pitching.
But the Raiders got out of
their slump sweeping a
J
J'
doubleheader at home with
Central State by scores of 6-4
by Gordon Brown
and 8-2, last Wednesday. The
Guy Conners, a six foot, eight
next day the Raiders split a inch forward-center from Amelia
doubleheader at home with the high school (near Cincinnati),
University of Dayton, losing the has become the newP.st recruit
premiere contest 2-0, but for varsity basketball at Wright
coming back to win the second State University this year.
game 6-0 behind Bob Grote's • Conners had averaged 15 points
two hit pitching. Nischwitz, who and rebounds per game this past
must certainly feel good to be season to lead Amelia to a 15-3
back home, noted that the record. He has a 3.2 grade point
squad's "mental errors have been average and is described as
down" as the team upped their "another good student" by
record to 10-5.
Wright State head coach Marcus
Against Xavier, there were Jackson as Conners jo ins
several solid hitting efforts by Miamisburg's Bob Cook.
Don Hoendorf, who went two
The perennial question
for four at the plate with a concerning any recruit of
double; Steve Limbert, who had Conner's size is whether or not
two hits, including a double; he will turn out to be the good,
Terry Flanary, with a single and quick, "big man that is essential
a home run and Bob Davis, with
three singles. Mark . South lost
the game, giving up four earned
d
h t
(CPS)-Ever won er w a goes
runs on eight hits. The
Id'
Musketeers figured South out on in the US Senate, the
d ?wor s
greatest deliberative bo y.
·
this time, as South easily
They deliberate.
hand led them in a previous
Late in February, during a
effort, as the Raiders won 5-1.
move to change Senate rules to
Against Central State, Gary limit filibustering, the august
Gabringer and Bill Christian body .deliberated the following:
combined for the win. Limbert
A motion to table a motion to
continued his superlatives at the
reconsider a vote to table an
plate with two RBI's as WSU
appeal of a ruling that a point of
scored their six ru· .·~ on <?nly
order was not in order against a

shutout, but in the second
contest the Raiders scored all six
runs in the second inning for the
split. The Raiders had eight hits
in the game and four errors,
which gave the Flyers several
scoring opportunities.
Tomorrow the Raiders entertain
Xavier at 3 pm.

Ra ., ders recr LI It
6 8 c•
Incy ce nt er.
•

to a victor10us season or JUS~ a
big slow dud. Jackson has high
hopes that Conners will turn out
to be the former.
"We're high on him, (he has)
good size and quickness," noted
Jackson, "He turned down some
good schools. Maybe he's not
totally ready at this time, but
he's got the potential to play
both (center and forward)."
The main thing that impresses
Jackson about Conners is "that
he's aggressive. He'll go for that
ball and put it in (the basket).
He wants to play."
Jackson expects to sign four
more players, ·preferably the
"quick, leaping forwards." He
promises that "there will be
some surprises."

c 0 n g ress d e 1·b
t
I era es

.
t bl
th
. t f
motion to a e ano . er tporn
b ·o
order against
a
motion
o
rmg
h
t·
t
to a vote t e mo ion o ca11 up
the
resolution
that would
institute the rules change.
The Senate remained caught
up in its parlimentary tangle,
and the Senator who made the
above motion killed .the rest of
the day with an extend ed
speech.

WSU student flips ou t on national card throwing contest
by Jeff Valentine

h l"
an oster knelt at t e me,
iaring intently at the target
l"/eing his opponents mark,
V

F

~~oowhe ~u~b~m.

The room was awed in silence,
Ttith the NBC cameras zooming
~ for a close-up a final shot for
this was the fi nai flip.
'
How many of you as kids
remember flipping baseball
tards? While walking home from
~l we us~ to throw cards at
llaeks in the sidewalk, with the
dosest one being the winner.
Sometimes we'd throw to a
'all or match cards, hoping to
'Orner the neighborhood market
on baseball cards.
.A kid ·who col).ld flip good
4ijn't need many cards to start
'kb, for he could complete a set
Jlst by flippi ng.
In an event to revive this lost
~ a "Flipping Contest" was
Cod at_ the Indianapolis Sports
llecting Convention February
21

rthru 23 .
njphe con test consists of
Ping a baseball card to a
terta·
~ in po int,
much like
let ~h6es, with the best four of
~ Oips.

~ contest

progressed in a
ment style bracket, much
the format used in h igh
basketball, with t he
Of each contest moving

forward until the finals are achieved.
This year's National "Great
American Flipping Contest" was
oom~~ed ~ ~m 50 ~o~
collectors from all over the
United States.
Three · WSU students, Tim
Turner, Van Foster, and myself,
a s e n i or, represented
Southcentral Ohio.
Although Tim and I lost, Van
emerged victorious in much the
same manner as his ,,.'7 4 effort
when he finished third.
Foster, the 21 year old senior
majoring in Chemistry,
eliminated competitors by

awesome scores of 4-0, 4-1, 4-0,
4 o 4 o to set the stage for the
· ' · '
.
Championship Round.
All rounds were covered. by
NBC ud wu pre~~ed ma
baseball special on cards and
card flipping April 13 on
Weekend, NBC's Sunday late
night show.
Foster's opponent was 18 year
old Dan Aaron of Indianapolis.
Aaron knelt, his card sailed
through the air, floati'ng, drifting
to its final resting spot.
The card had landed an inch
closer than Foster's' and victory
had been snatched right out of
Foster's hand.

Abortion lnfo~ma tion Service
VERY CLOSE TO AREA
Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy
Terminated By Licensed Physicians
lmmediate Arrangements
will be made with no hassle
Low rates
For your convenience open even on Sunday mornin1:1
Medicaid Card accepted

CALL COLLECT

~

24 HOL;1i SERVICE

21·6-631-1557'

The only words Foster could
muster were "Wait 'til next
year.,,

.

man named Aaron, ~h~s provmg
the cards had defmitely been
stacked against him.

After all Foster had faced a

---------------------------~
Dr Frank P Dapore
and
Dr Kenneth R Gilfillan
would like to announce the opening of their office for
practice in optometry.

471 W Funderburg
878-8800
2 minutes from campus

Fairborn, OH
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Penis has less bacteria tha·n hands
by Dr Arnold Werner
Address letters to Dr Arnold
Werner, Box 974, East Lansing,
MI 48823

hair on a person's arms or legs
grows to a certain point and
then stops.
[A] The hair on a person's
head is not always growing. All
hair on the body grows to a
certain length, stops growing and
eventually falls out, to be
replaced by new hairs. Head hair
follicles happen to be such that
they
produce much longer
strands than eyebrow hair, hair
on the arms, or pubic hair. Hair
on different parts of the body
serves differeQt purposes, sorne
being more related to sensation-,
others being more related to
possible reduction of friction,
etc. It would be guessing at the
purpose of head hair but it is not
farfetched to assume that it
serves an insulating purpose
against heat loss in colder
climates and against heat gain in
hotter climates. The significance
of this for the modern human is
questionable, of course.

[Q) From the time I have
)een able to flush the toilet I
'lave been taught that I must
wash my hands after I urinate. Is
my penis that dirty ? If I don 't
wash my hands will I die in some
out-of-the-way hospital from
some incurable disease?
[A] Actually, it would make
more sense to wash your hands
before you urinate since urine
itself is sterile (unless one h_as a_n
infection) and the penis 1s
probably a heck of a lot more
free of bacteria than most
people' s hands. I do believe you
are dealing much more with a
matter of esthetics than you are
with microbiology.
{Q] After a dny ot hard
physical work or athletics my
back will feel stiff and sore. As a
remedy I will lay face down on
the floor and my girlfriend will
systematically step on sections
of my backbone until all parts of
it have been "cracked." Is this
typ e o f treatment harmful to
ei ther my vertebrae or spinal
column? If so, is there another
method which would achieve the
same results without detriment?
[A] I wonder how many
people reading this question
reacted to it as I did? I gasped. I
have spoken harshly about ill
advised spinal manipulation in
the p ast. Yo ur girlfriend is liable
to end h er dance rout ine o ne of
these tim es a nd find _you
paralyzed froi:n the waist down,
or worse. By cavorting on your
back, she is forcing your
vertebrae t o slide over each
o t her in an unnatural fashion.
There are several possible
rem ed ies fo r the aching back
which would be much safer. One
is to take a co uple of aspirin
before you engage in strenuous
ph y sical
activity
and
immediately
following
such
activity, unless there are medical
reasons why you shouldn't use
aspirin. Another, is simply to
soak in a nice warm bath. If all .
t his fails, you might. benefit
from occasional use of a muscle
rela x ant
prescribed
by a
physician. Aches and pains
following
strenuous activity
should be considered within the
range of normal reactions. ·
{Q] Could you please tell me
why the hair on a person's head
. is alway s growing whereas the

Promiscuous profs
( CPS )- Sex u a l r elations
between teachers and students
wer e recently surveyed at
UCLA .
Of t he 350 questionaires
circulated to both teaching
assistants and professors, 15%
were returned. Of t hose, 20% of
the faculty admitted to having
sex_ua l relat.ions with their
stud e nts. Half of those
r esp o n d e n t s s a id th ey
approach·e d the students and the
other half said they were
app~oached or just " fell" into
affairs.
One faculty member revealed
that the student he once slept
with is now his wife and others
claimed they slept with students
but not their own.

[ Q) I have a frien d with cancer
of the bone. S he is in a lot of
pain but does n o t like to take all
of her pain pills because she
wants to be as alert as possible.
Would acupuncture be a viable
alternative to the drugs? How
lasting are
the effects of
acupuncture and has it been
used to treat cancer patients?
[A] Acupuncture as a means of
alleviating pain has been tried
and many claims for its success
have been made. However, there
has
been
no
general
substantiation of these claims in
the medical literature. The
problem
is complex. The
perception of pain ca n be
substantially
modified
by
psychological factors and there
may
also
be
certain
neuro-physiologic factors that
can influence pain perception.
Acupuncture is alleged to work
by blocking the perception of
painful
stimuli by
the

relieve the pain you write about,
there would be a major
difficulty
in
findi ng a
knowledgeable
person to
administer the treatment. I
cannot be optimistic about
success in such an endeavor. The
problem faced by peo ple with
the type of pain you describe is
.i m m e n s e .
U n d er
s uch
introduction of a countering circumstances the use of
stimulus by
applying the narcotic drugs is perfectly
acupuncture needle to specific appropriate and can often .be
sites on the body.
used in amounts which will not
While there would be nothing dull the person's awareness of
harmful in trying acupuncture to ·other things that are going on.
0
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university

food.
SQrViCQS
Week of
April 21
presents
TUESDAY - Rathskellar
·Free
Popcorn
2:00 pm5 :00 pm
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Make Your Own
Ice Cream

1
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s pm -6:30 pm
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THURSDAY - Allyn Hall
Complimentary
Coffee
1pm-3pm

0

~··

WEDNESDAY - UC Center
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Reuben Sandwich
Potato Ch ips
Dill Pickle Spear

$1.00

i

In Addition
the following items will be available in the Center Cafeteria
(short order line) Monday thru Friday 5pm-6: 15pm

BBQ Spareribs
French Fries
Tossed Salad
Beverage
. $1.95

Del i Special s - 5 pm-6 : 15 pm
Sloppy Jo Sandwich
French Fri es
Cole Slaw
Beverage

$1.2_0

Butterfly Shri mp
Fren ch Fries
Cole Slaw

$2.10

